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ABSTRACT: The Antarctic Treaty of 1961 largely prevented conflicts on the continent, but growing pressure on the treaty system could affect the global community and the United States. This article utilizes historical documents and press reports to examine these challenges, which include ice deterioration, unreported and unregulated fishing, resource extraction preparation, and hostilities between treaty members. Given that these challenges involve China and Russia, it is in the United States’ interest to understand them and the potential request for US military intervention to maintain global security and treaty interests.
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Despite being the fifth-largest continent, Antarctica remains somewhat unknown to the general population and is unlike any place in the world. In the winter, the average temperature is -67°F on the interior ice sheet and -13°F on the coast. In the summer, the average temperature rises to -17°F for the interior and 32°F for the coast, leading to the thaw of coastal ice between seasons.1 Despite these constant changes in the temperature, inland Antarctica remains the coldest location in the world due to it being the continent with the highest elevation.2 The high elevation leads to frigid air dropping to the coast, which creates the world’s fastest constant wind speed of 200 miles per hour. For comparison, the sustained wind speed of a category 5 hurricane is 157 miles per hour.3

Due to the harsh conditions, the first officially recorded Antarctic exploration efforts began only 200 years ago. In 1773, British explorer James Cook crossed the Antarctic Circle at 66.5 degrees south latitude, the line of latitude marking the most northern point of the continent. After the crossing, Cook

chose not to look for land as he felt the region was too dangerous and offered few valuable resources.\textsuperscript{4} Over the next century, a handful of explorers braved the Antarctic and the imminent threat of starvation and exposure. By the 1950s, several countries had claimed territory and established outposts, and in 1952 tensions over Antarctica’s Hope Bay nearly erupted into war. In response, the Antarctic Treaty was created, and for the duration of the Cold War, the treaty prevented violent conflict and nuclear testing while promoting scientific research.\textsuperscript{5}

In recent decades, the threat of climate change and the rise of new world powers have created new challenges for the treaty, involving membership complications, protecting the continent’s environment and resources, and growing adversarial relations between treaty members—all of which may affect US security interests. This article provides background on Antarctica as a continent, the actions leading to the creation of the Antarctic Treaty, the regulations established following the treaty’s ratification, and the challenges that emerged from the treaty. Finally, it proposes how today’s potential challenges may concern the United States and the US military’s role in responding to them within the US \textit{National Defense Strategy}.

\section*{The Antarctic Treaty}

In the 1950s, Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom claimed various territories on the continent, some of which overlapped. After a war nearly erupted in 1952 between Argentina and the United Kingdom over Hope Bay, the global community unified over actions concerning the continent.\textsuperscript{6} In 1959, the seven countries that held continental territories, along with Belgium, Japan, South Africa, the Soviet Union, and the United States, signed the Antarctica Treaty.\textsuperscript{7} The treaty states:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item Sullivan, “1948 British-Argentine Clashes.”
\end{enumerate}
The continent is to be used only for peaceful ambitions, such as scientific research. This use excludes military base construction, conventional and nuclear weapons testing, and radioactive waste storage.

All research information—to include personnel, tests, studies, and results—will be shared with other nations’ research stations and the global community, to include the United Nations.

Each treaty member has the right to inspect the other members’ facilities and equipment or explore any part of the continent, whenever it chooses—however, a member conducting an inspection must notify the other members beforehand.

Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom may maintain their original territorial claims, despite some of their claims overlapping.

Disputes between parties should be resolved through peaceful means. If a dispute is still unable to be resolved, the International Court of Justice may review the case.

The treaty may be revised at any time if there is unanimous agreement among its members.

Treaty membership may be offered to a state within the UN or to one that receives unanimous consent from treaty members.8

These regulations enabled the treaty’s success in several respects. While the United States and the Soviet Union established research facilities after the treaty was enacted, the agreement prevented outright military activities from occurring and thus mitigated the spread of the Cold War. By focusing on advancing scientific studies, countries developed a mutual interest in maintaining a working relationship. This arrangement was enhanced by treaty members executing the right to inspect one another, instilling a sense

---

of openness and cooperation. The treaty was also written in broad enough terms that supported relatively easy updates. As a result, the treaty now holds 29 consultative members with voting rights and 26 non-consultative members who do not possess voting rights but may still participate in consultative conferences.\(^9\) There are also 1,100 to 5,000 people living on the continent, depending on the season.\(^{10}\) Although Antarctica has remained free of armed conflicts, the treaty faces substantial challenges due to treaty membership complications, efforts to protect the continent’s environment and resources, and strife between countries.\(^{11}\)

![Antarctic territorial claims](https://www.antarctica.gov.au/about-antarctica/law-and-treaty/history/antarctic-territorial-claims/)

**Figure 1. Antarctic territorial claims**

(Reprinted with permission of the Australian Antarctic Division. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Source: Australian Antarctic Program [website], April 14, 2016, https://www.antarctica.gov.au/about-antarctica/law-and-treaty/history/antarctic-territorial-claims/).

**Challenge 1: Rising Sea Levels and Treaty Membership**

Earth’s temperature derives from sunlight reaching its surface, with some sunlight reflected back to space. This process is offset by high concentrations of global emissions, such as carbon dioxide, that absorb reflected sunlight
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heat rather than allow it to escape the atmosphere. This leads to atmospheric warming and increases in ocean heat, which accounts for 90 percent of the world’s surface heat accumulation. The 2016–21 period marked the warmest global temperatures in recorded history, but scientists predict the temperature for the 2022–26 period will be warmer.

These temperature changes severely impact Antarctica’s landscape. According to NASA glaciologist Joseph A. MacGregor, Antarctica lost 250 gigatons of ice in 2019, which is roughly equal to the loss of 200 ice-filled Olympic-sized swimming pools per minute. Ice shelves, large ice platforms connected to land that prevent glaciers on land from falling into the ocean, are also disintegrating. Numerous examples demonstrate this disintegration, including an ice shelf the size of Rhode Island collapsing in 2002, an ice shelf developing a 110-mile crack in 2017, and an ice shelf nearly three-quarters of a mile in height dissolving in 2022. As ice shelves break down, the glaciers they once enclosed on land will accelerate toward the ocean.

The trend of significant amounts of Antarctic ice being lost to the ocean is not expected to change soon. As Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization Petteri Taalas stated, “The last time the Earth experienced a comparable concentration of [carbon dioxide] was 3–5 million years ago, when the temperature was 2–3°C warmer and sea level was 10–20 meters higher than now.” Today, the rise in current temperature appears likely, as the 2021 UN Emissions Gap Report warned that even if the countries who signed the Paris Agreement meet their current pledges on restricting emissions, global temperatures will still rise

---


over 2.5°C by 2100.\(^\text{18}\) This temperature rise will likely continue melting Antarctica’s ice into the ocean, escalating water levels and inflicting an upsurge of global humanitarian challenges.

Impoverished and congested countries with ocean shores will potentially be the hardest struck by rising water levels and, in turn, may request humanitarian support. Bangladesh, the eighth-most populous country, with approximately 170 million citizens inhabiting an area the size of Iowa, possesses a long ocean coastline. Many Bangladeshis live in river basins susceptible to ocean sea rise.\(^\text{19}\) Should sea levels continue to rise, the United Nations expects that 17 percent of the country’s citizens will be displaced. This displacement could cause a mass migration of Bangladeshis to overpopulated urban areas or countries like India, which are experiencing a large influx of undocumented immigrants.\(^\text{20}\)

Another country likely to be challenged by increasing sea levels is Nigeria. Nigeria, the most populous country in Africa, is expected to become the third most populous country in the world before 2050.\(^\text{21}\) Lagos, the country’s most populous city, is next to the Atlantic Ocean, and 14 million people reside in its slums. The slums are located on plains prone to flooding, and Eko Atlantic, the city’s flood-preventing construction project, may further damage residents’ homes. The project plans to build an elevated complex with modern amenities such as sterile water, individual power generation, and wide roads with tree lines. A barrier built to shield the complex from rising water was successful for its residents, but it deflected water into neighboring slums, exacerbating erosion and flooding issues for poor communities.\(^\text{22}\)

The challenges faced by Bangladesh and Nigeria allude to the possibility that if water levels rise, many governments may not be prepared or may enact plans that leave many citizens unprotected or endangered. This situation could then offer insurgency groups such as ISIS–West Africa and Boko Haram


an even greater opportunity to challenge domestic security measures. Should countries receive security threats or economic and infrastructural damage from the rising water created by Antarctica's melting ice, the Antarctic Treaty could receive more interest as a forum to shape international solutions, address rising sea levels, and provide other forums for dealing with domestic issues stemming from climate changes tied to the continent.

The second paragraph of the Antarctic Treaty states, “[It] is in the interest of all mankind that Antarctica shall continue for ever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not become the scene or object of international discord.” The original issues addressed in the treaty were contemporary Cold War–era concerns, including sovereign claims, military bases, and the nuclear waste disposal. While the melting of ice caps was not included within the original text, it was likely not envisioned that future international tensions arising from the environmental impact of rising sea levels would make Antarctica the origin of international discord. Notably, greater participation of smaller and previously nonaligned countries in international security forums provides a critical modern context for potentially updating the security issues and the signatories of the Antarctic Treaty.

A treaty seeks to address security issues of a particular time, and treaties that persist have a forum for participants to gather and address emerging issues. The Antarctic Treaty brings together the Consultative Parties (signatories) within a recurring meeting framework known as the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM). According to Article IX of the treaty, the Consultative Parties meet “for the purpose of exchanging information, consulting together on matters of common interest pertaining to Antarctica, and formulating and considering, and recommending to their Governments, measures in furtherance of the principles and objectives of the Treaty . . . .” Concurrent to the ATCM are the Committee of Environmental Protection (CEP) meetings, which address climate change issues concerning Antarctica. While the treaty specifies that the Antarctic region is south of 60 degrees south latitude, it indirectly speaks to associated global ecosystems.

---

The combination of the ATCM and the CEP provides governance for new issues, specifically climate change, to be addressed by participants of the Antarctic Treaty.  

The melting of the ice caps is observable, and its impacts are associated with climate changes worldwide. This fact provides less developed countries a pathway to seek participation in formats such as the Antarctic Treaty, as evidenced by the recent implementation of global environmental protection agreements such as the Paris Agreement and Kyoto Protocol. As such, the treaty system may also consider asking its most affluent members, including the United States, for support in addressing systemic issues tied to climate change. This request would be an opportunity for American embassies to deepen relations with foreign governments and create pathways for humanitarian and security support from US combatant commands. 

While providing combatant command support would incur a cost in military personnel and funds for the United States, it would offer an opportunity for increased access, basing, and overflight through mutual defense agreements (MDAs) with countries in Africa and South Asia by way of collaboration and extending goodwill. 

If the treaty places less emphasis on contributing to scientific studies and more emphasis on addressing flood concerns tied to Antarctica’s melting ice, there could be ramifications that affect the US military. A melting Antarctica may force the Treaty Secretariat to decide whether or not to extend membership to affected nations. If the decision is made to stop adding members, the treaty risks receiving condemnation from the global community. Of the 54 African countries, 38 have coastlines, but South Africa is the only country with consultative or non-consultative membership. Of the 11 southeastern Asia countries, only Malaysia is a member, despite the other 10 countries having ocean coastlines or being islands.
Treaty membership in the past was usually based on the scientific offerings a country could offer with regard to Antarctica. Countries that can provide significant scientific support are likely more affluent and able to instill more protection mechanisms against rising sea levels.\textsuperscript{37} If membership is not extended to the countries most affected by Antarctica’s environmental changes, the treaty members may be labeled dismissive of impoverished countries in considerable danger from rising sea levels. Yet, if more members are invited, the Treaty Secretariat will be forced to consider more diverging interests. If membership is offered to flood-threatened countries, the number of members could significantly increase. An interest in flood threats would complicate current signatories’ interests, as the treaty may ask its members to support other countries’ flood-tied security, economic, and humanitarian issues. This request could serve as a transition from diplomatic to military activity for the United States. If the State Department received a request to support flood-tied issues, it could, in turn, request support from the Department of Defense and its combatant commands to provide security or humanitarian assistance to other countries in exchange for access, basing, and overflight. This type of activity would change the global power competition landscape.

**Challenge 2: Environmental and Resource Conservation**

The treaty’s original members understood Antarctica contained territorial claims to natural resources but refrained from discussing them in-depth so they could focus on collaboration.\textsuperscript{38} This approach mostly worked, but some treaty members have exploited this ambiguity. In particular, the treaty faces challenges with illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing and potential mineral resources extraction preparations.

Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing threatens ecosystems as it depletes maritime areas of biodiversity and can often be conducted in areas belonging to impoverished countries, which have few surveillance capabilities.\textsuperscript{39} Further, IUU fishing, often transnational and sponsored by state governments or organized crime groups, can create economic and food insecurity.\textsuperscript{40} This type of fishing applies to locations below the 60th parallel south and the Antarctic Convergence, a line connecting multiple points of latitude and longitude in which

\textsuperscript{38} “Future of the Antarctic Treaty,” 5:45–6:06, 7:00–7:09, 14:14–14:41.
cold Antarctic waters flow and sink under warmer waters from the north.\textsuperscript{41} Within this area are many types of “marine living resources,” which the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CAMLR) Commission defines as “the population of fin fish, molluscs, crustaceans and all other species of living organisms, including birds . . . .”\textsuperscript{42}

The commission has 27 members and 10 acceding members and is responsible for preserving Antarctic aquatic life on behalf of the Antarctic Treaty.\textsuperscript{43} To fulfill this obligation, the commission researches marine species and instills fishing catch limits. It has also established marine protected areas tied to the South Orkney Islands and the Ross Sea to preserve sea life.\textsuperscript{44} The CAMLR Commission articulates a desire for cohesion among its members who execute marine protected area inspections and surveillance.\textsuperscript{45} It is aware, however, that IUU fishing undermines its effectiveness, and at the 41st Meeting of the Commission, US representation stated, “[Collaboration] is now holding back progress. Countries that have prioritised their individual needs have weakened our ability to meet the shared conservation objectives on which this body [the CMALR Commission] was founded.”\textsuperscript{46} Other members echoed this view in 2022, and should dissension grow, the commission may unintentionally permit more opportunities for IUU fishing activities.\textsuperscript{47}

Illegal fishing increased significantly in the Southern Ocean in the 1980s, generating $150 billion of global revenue yearly.\textsuperscript{48} One type of fish targeted in the Southern Ocean is the Patagonian toothfish, also known as Chilean sea bass, for which fishermen receive high payments and a minimum of 22,000 tons are caught

\textsuperscript{42} “Antarctic Marine Living Resources,” 121.
annually. The toothfish is caught from an elongated fishing line with numerous subsidiary lines that often entangle and kill birds, turtles, and other marine wildlife. The catching of the toothfish presents a unique challenge to the Antarctic Treaty. While the treaty aims to preserve wildlife, it also requires unanimous consent from its members to enact a ruling. In 2021, Russia vetoed a proposal to limit toothfish catches, and in 2022, the United Kingdom distributed its domestic license for catching toothfish without international approval. If the treaty cannot establish diplomatic consent among official foreign governments toward illegal fishing, it will be difficult to thwart illegal fishing operations.

Illegal fishers can operate for several reasons. They often receive financial and logistical assistance from governments or organized crime groups with a planning system that supports laundering and fraudulent activities. Many IUU vessels fish in international waters where state navies and coast guards have limited or no authority, and some of the groups most active in pursuing IUU vessels are nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), such as Sea Shepherd. Sea Shepherd demonstrated its importance in 2015 when its crews discovered the Thunder, the world’s most wanted illegal fishing vessel. After receiving the radio request to turn itself in, the Thunder fled and abandoned 44 miles of illegal netting containing 1,400 fish. While trying to avoid capture, it burned potential evidence, flew a Nigerian flag from its mast, and radioed to the Sea Shepherd ships that it was registered with the Nigerian

government to fish. Upon notification of the Thunder’s activities, the Nigerian government withdrew the ship’s registry, as the Sea Shepherd’s ships pursued and gathered evidence from the Thunder for three months and 10,000 miles until it surrendered. Nongovernmental organizations like Sea Shepherd enforce international laws protecting the high seas, and the capture of the Thunder was impressive. However, there are thousands of illegal fishing vessels across the globe, including the Southern Ocean, which far outnumber the NGO ships conducting patrols. Further, an illegal fishing vessel can create a new identity by arriving in a port, switching crews and captains, and changing its name, numbers, and state flag. With limited patrols provided by the treaty system and the CAMLR Commission in this expansive area, the number of illegal fishing expeditions sponsored by crime organizations and governments will likely grow if they are not further addressed.

A separate maritime activity that is not experiencing illegalities but is increasing at a rate that may cause issues is krill fishing. Krill are shrimp-like crustaceans that number in the hundreds of trillions in the Southern Ocean and are critical to the Antarctic ecosystem, serving as a food source for whales, fish, seals, and birds. Humans also use them as a food source for cultivated aquatic animals, such as salmon and sea bass, and they emit an oil used in wound ointments and pet food products. The treaty authorizes krill fishing so long as it is conducted within four designated zones near the Antarctic Peninsula and caps vessels at 620,000 combined tons of krill per year. While fishers did not reach the limit in 2020, vessels from Chile, China, South Korea, and Ukraine caught 450,000 tons—the largest catch in decades. China’s particularly noteworthy 2020 catch doubled from 2019. With room offered for more annual catches, the estimated weight of Antarctica’s krill being roughly 400 million tons (the same weight as the world’s cattle), and China needing

---

59. AWI, “Protecting Ecologically Important Krill.”
to feed its 1.4 billion population, krill fishing will also likely increase.\textsuperscript{61} Adherence to krill fishing regulations, not currently an issue for the treaty, could become one in the near future.

Countries are seeing the prospects of fishing in remote areas with large reserves. Some actors may first test krill fishing treaty regulations by fishing in undesignated areas or by hauling more than allowed. Countries possessing veto power within the treaty or countries who feel potential treaty reprisal is worth the risk of acquiring a greater food supply will more likely undertake this activity. China exemplified this behavior in 2018. It utilized 700 illegal fishing vessels to catch squid in North Korean waters and appears at least partially responsible for the 80 percent decline of squid in South Korean and Japanese waters since 2003.\textsuperscript{62} While China may not deploy 700 vessels to Antarctica, it has demonstrated a willingness to disregard other regional countries’ boundaries. Thus, it may be inclined to do the same in Antarctica, which is remote and not owned by any country. In return, the treaty system may desire more enforcement of its regulations and may consider requesting maritime and aerial patrols from its members, including the United States. Such measures could require personnel, equipment, and training support from the US Navy and Air Force and offer the United States an opportunity to align more closely with South American countries affected by Antarctic IUU fishing. This event would provide the United States with an opportunity to pursue its 2022 \textit{National Defense Strategy} priority of “deterring aggression” through “resilience” of supporting partners and resisting adversaries across multiple domains.\textsuperscript{63} It would also enable the United States to utilize aerial and naval assets to address another \textit{National Defense Strategy} priority, deterring perceived adversarial “aggression.”\textsuperscript{64}

While krill fishing may offer a challenge for the treaty in the next few years, potential resource extraction is an issue that will need to be addressed in the long term. The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities, a convention of the Antarctic Treaty, defines “mineral resources” as “non-living natural non-renewable resources, including fossil fuels, metallic and non-metallic minerals.”\textsuperscript{65} Enacted in 1988,
the treaty’s Protocol on Environmental Protection states in Article 7, “Any activity relating to mineral resources, other than scientific research, shall be prohibited.” Yet, in the same treaty, Article 27 provides, “If, after the expiration of 50 years from the date of entry into force of this Protocol, any of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties so requests by a communication addressed to the Depositary, a conference shall be held . . . to review the operation of this Protocol.” In short, the treaty prohibits the removal of mineral resources until 2048. While this prohibition stops activities like mining and drilling, there are ways within treaty limits that countries can position themselves to extract minerals after 2048.

In 2020, Russia employed a state-owned company to conduct seismic surveys 2,700 miles in length off the eastern Antarctic coast and announced it did so to learn about the available quantity of gas and oil. From these activities, Russia determined there may be 70 billion tons of hydrocarbons in the surveyed areas. Even if Russia does not remove natural resources from the continent before 2048, it is still positioning itself to understand the most advantageous drilling and extraction sites. Further, the US Department of State announced that “exploration for hydrocarbons on the continental margins around Antarctica is foreseeable, and commercial exploitation is a possibility in the longer term.”

Environmental and resource conservation presents various issues for the Antarctic Treaty to address in the present, near term, and long term. The treaty may need to consider deterrents to thwart illegal fishing, as there are far more illegal fishing vessels than maritime and aerial patrol vehicles provided by state governments and NGOs. Further, as fishing in the Southern Ocean becomes more lucrative, the treaty may encounter more instances of countries refusing to follow its international policies. To address this problem, the treaty system may feel compelled to establish more pronounced deterrents and could consider requesting naval and aerial patrols from the United States. This possibility could offer the United States opportunities to engage in diplomacy and utilize its military to protect other

67. ATS, Protocol on Environmental Protection, 5.
states’ economic and security interests, all while strengthening its international influence and possibly decreasing adversarial influence.

**Challenge 3: Hostilities and Military Activities**

Hostilities are growing between treaty members, especially as most countries choose not to accept the original territorial claims articulated by the treaty. With these disagreements, several countries are enacting aggressive measures that potentially skirt the lines of Antarctic Treaty regulations or outright disobey them, thereby creating hostilities between states.

In the past few years, Russia executed actions that can be viewed as creating dissension within the treaty members. In 2020, a New Zealand plane patrolling the continent’s protected Ross Sea identified a Russian vessel fishing when fishing was not authorized by the treaty’s CAMLR Commission. The United States asked Russia to allow the CAMLR Commission to release its fishing vessel’s positional data during the accused fishing timeframe, while New Zealand provided evidence of the vessel’s activities. Following the incident, New Zealand asserted that the vessel should be listed as illegal. Instead, the vessel received no retribution because Russia threatened to veto the action before it could be presented. Should diplomacy like this become more common, affronted treaty members may feel the need to assert themselves more aggressively.

On October 10, 2022, Russian forces launched a major missile offensive against Ukraine, a fellow Antarctic Treaty member, and demolished part...
of the Antarctic research facility in Kyiv. On October 24, 2022, during a global in-person CAMLR Commission meeting held in Tasmania, Australia, a mass walkout of international delegates occurred when Russian representatives began speaking. Ukraine’s delegate expressed appreciation for the walkout’s participants and stated, “A state that kills the civilian population, destroys the air and ground civilian infrastructure of another country and defiantly violates the basic provisions of international law should definitely be limited in its right to participate in international organizations such as CCAMLR.” Commission representatives from Australia, the EU, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States also offered official statements of support for Ukraine during the meeting.

With Russia’s refusal to comply with a treaty inspection, invasion of a fellow treaty member, and subsequent retaliation from other treaty members, the treaty system may feel compelled to review the rules concerning deterrence or enforcement. Otherwise, there may be additional cavalier actions, and the treaty could receive condemnation from members who feel slighted for adhering to policies disregarded by other members.

Likewise, China is the focal point of current issues tied to the treaty. In 2021, China established an Antarctic research base on Inexpressible Island, Australian-claimed territory. This action lends credibility to the Office of the Secretary of Defense’s assertion that China is “increasing its presence in the Antarctic through scientific projects, commercial ventures, and infrastructure and capability investments, likely intended to strengthen its position for future claims to natural resources and maritime access.” When China established the research base, Australia responded by approving AUD$800 million to purchase ships, helicopters, and unmanned vehicles.

78. Perry, “Russia May Again Block.”
aerial vehicles for employment on the continent.\textsuperscript{84} While Australia will use these vehicles for conservation and scientific activities, it appears intent on deterring potential adversaries from encroaching on its claimed territory. This conclusion is based on Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s 2022 statements, “We need to keep eyes in Antarctica because there are others who have different objectives to us” and “for Australia’s defense interests . . . you need the capabilities that enable you to keep potential adversaries as far away from Australia as you possibly can. And that obviously meant an increased focus on our naval and our aerial capabilities.”\textsuperscript{85} The countries’ resistance toward each other signals a potential inclination of some countries to exert a greater presence, whether by creating a new installation or by enhancing the presence of military vehicles. Should these inclinations continue, there is a greater chance of an increased military presence or a military incident in which antagonism between countries could heighten.

Although it does not engage in activities that would violate the treaty, the United States displays a considerable commitment to the continent. The National Science Foundation’s US Antarctic Program researches the continent while using different aerial vehicles to ferry equipment and personnel between the continent to Chile and New Zealand.\textsuperscript{86} The New York Air National Guard’s 109th Airlift Wing has deployed to Antarctica at least once a year since 1988. From 2020–21, it flew six missions to the continent for medevac support and to transport researchers and equipment. During this time, rather than redeploy to their home station as usual between missions, the unit’s forward personnel remained in Antarctica for three months, providing logistical support to personnel on the continent.\textsuperscript{87} The 109th Airlift Wing representatives also met with Brazilian Air Force


counterparts in Rio de Janeiro in 2019 to discuss their Antarctic-tied missions and flight operations.88

The United States holds considerable influence on the continent through its military-supported operations and international relations. It runs the only research station at the actual geographic South Pole at the center of the continent, the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, where it conducts astrophysics, meteorology, and aeronomy testing. The US Palmer Station operates in territory claimed by the United Kingdom. The US McMurdo Station is in Antarctic territory claimed by New Zealand and works closely with the nearby New Zealand Scott Base. In addition, the United States and Australia built an astronomical observatory on the Antarctic Plateau’s highest point, and both countries signed a joint statement backing the establishment of marine protected areas around the continent.89 While these partnerships align with the treaty, they may cause Russia and China to feel the United States is challenging their influence, especially with the United States already backing other security alliances that resist Russia’s and China’s foreign military endeavors.90 Both countries, therefore, may be more willing to undermine the treaty as long as they advance their domestic and global interests.

When boundaries are violated and foreign interests are challenged, state governments are more likely to consider military options. The treaty was designed to promote international cooperation. Today, however, clear hostilities challenge the treaty’s framework and the signatories’ relationships with each other. If this situation continues, treaty members may feel the need to enact measures more drastic than diplomacy.91 The treaty system might become more willing to ask members to provide military support capable of convincing other members to comply with regulations. The United States and its military may be an attractive option for treaty officials, especially if this option can neutralize the actions of powerful members who defy regulations.

Conclusion

The Antarctic Treaty was created to foster peaceful international research activities, limit military expansion, and ensure Antarctica did not become a theater for nuclear weapons testing or waste disposal. These Cold War security concerns were largely addressed. Since then, the treaty’s membership has quadrupled in size, with more members possessing diverging and conflicting interests, including those tied to the impacts of climate change. There is no indication that this trend will stop, and if unaddressed, international compliance with the treaty may continue to face challenges. This situation could lead to treaty members reexamining which issues to manage and a potential request from the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting for a more pronounced emphasis on security issues to ensure treaty compliance. This reappraisal could include implementing humanitarian and security support to address the rise of ocean levels from Antarctica’s melting ice or establishing naval and aerial patrols to deter IUU fishing, mineral extraction, and other aggressive military activities. In turn, such developments could offer the United States opportunities to engage with nations in Africa, South America, and South Asia and generate approaches for improving deterrence against potential adversarial activities tied to Antarctica. These are potential scenarios. American policymakers and military leadership should monitor the issues tied to Antarctica and the Antarctic Treaty to understand the support the United States may be asked to provide and any potential risks or opportunities.
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